This communication is aimed at scientific study of the genesis and development of common plant names as used in English language. Every human society, whether primitive or advanced has own vocabulary developed on their observations, experience, sentiments, dogmas and customs. Every human society tries to classify and name plants in his ambience and thereby mankind celebrate the biodiversity of his time. The present authors investigated total 79 plant species belonging to 78 genera and 53 families of angiosperms, one species being a gymnosperm. They divulged as many as 13 bases on which the common plant names in English are coined. They obviously reveal the richness and heritage of English people. The knowledge and wisdom of ancient will be certainly helpful for human welfare.
INTRODUCTION
Language of a community or region is developed over a long pasts. It has its own course of development. It is certain that it reflects the cultural status and development of the respective community. Sometimes languages also become morbid, for example, Sanskrit, Latin, Celtic, etc. It appears that their place is taken by other languages. English is one such language in the present world known to many and being used by many. This is probably because of ruling of English people over major part of the world. It is always essential to have names for objects, whether living or non-living. Members of plant world are also named by mankind.
In all languages or dialects, plants have received common name/s. In this communication, the author attempts at revealing bases of coining common plant names in English language, being a rich language. These attempts are being presented in the following. The common English plant names are freely borrowed from various botanical treaties and analyzed philologically. They are conveniently categorized and present as such: Scientific plant names (with authority), family name (in parenthesis), E.N. (English Name) followed immediately by respective analysis. 
Acorus calamus Linn. (Araceae)
E.N. Sweet Flag; rhizome is sweet-smelling.
DISCUSSION
Present author and co-author systematically the genesis and development plant names in tribal dialects (Patil, 1998; Patil and Jaiswal, 2013; Pawar and Patil 1979) , non-tribal languages (Patil, 2009; Dhale and Patil, 2013) , a morbid language like Sanskrit (Patil, 2009 , Patil, 2005 Patil and Tayade, 2014; Patil and Patil 2002) and English (Patil, 2006) . We extended our investigation especially on common names for angiospermic, pteridophytic and fungal species. In this paper, we took interest in some common English plant names revealing their bases. We studied total 79 species belonging to 78 genera and 53 families. Only one taxon of it belongs to gymnosperms, while rest others are angiospermic taxa. Interestingly, the common English plant names are coined after 13 different bases such as (i) miscellaneous uses (18), (ii) biological observations (8), (iii) plant products (9), (iv) beliefs and faith (6), (v) appreciation of beauty (1), (vi) shapes (9), (vii) birds and animals (5), (viii) medicinal uses (7), (ix) flavor (2), (x) plant affinity (5), (xi) geography (3), (xii) colour (3), and (xiii) odour and smell (3). The figures in parenthesis indicate number plant species studied under the said category.
Man, ever since his appearance on the blue planet, classifies and names objects, whether biotic or abiotic, in his surroundings. It is his occupation by birth without which he cannot communicate with his fellow men and women. Obviously, he depended principally on plants in his vicinity and has intimate association with them. This has perforce led him to communicate about plants or their products. He used them for his survival and also appreciated duly on some occasions. Thus, it was his dire necessary to name plants in his own language or dialect, to which now we refer as common, local or vernacular names. Depending upon his observations, wisdom, experience, sentiments and utilities, he endeavoured to coin names for plants in his ambience. We know, English is a rich and widely used language and has a great heritage. Present author/s studied some common English names of 79 plant species. This is an attempt to shed more light on the philology of common English plant names. The aforesaid 13 bases of coining names clearly indicate that the then English men were well conversant with nature in general and plant world in particular. These names certainly made their communication rather easier and even conventional. Common names are generally criticized by scientific community for their restricted use. But we must appreciated them also for notable plant features, plant utility, beauty of nature, beliefs and faith of contemporary human society. They also add knowledge and past experience of our ancient. If we do not analyze and appreciate them, this knowledge will ends with time and forgotten forever. We must save this valuable treasure-trove of our ancients for our welfare.
